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The Antitrust Division’s workshop on competition in labor markets highlights and reflects the growing body of research and analysis showing that labor markets deviate fundamentally from the theoretical construct of perfect competition. In fact, employers typically exercise power over workers. That fact is reflected in the growing body of empirical research on labor market monopsony, and also the combined effect of decades-long trends in antitrust, labor, and corporate law, which taken together disfavor collective bargaining among workers while permitting or encouraging concentrated control over workers within firms and markets. The power imbalance has been getting worse for decades.

In particular, antitrust law has greatly withdrawn its reach in regulating the conduct of powerful business firms, even while it has extended its grasp in constraining the coordination of workers and small producers who are beyond the bounds of labor law. In fact, under-enforcement of antitrust law, particularly in the area of vertical restraints, has been a central component of the legal environment that has made the changing business structures that constitute the fissured workplace and the gig economy possible in the first place. These business structures have further undermined worker bargaining power, and by that means, have made workers worse-off. Withdrawing employment status from a large segment of the working population has also made antitrust more relevant in governing the status of workers on the job, since it places more workers outside the conventionally accepted boundaries of antitrust’s labor exemption and treats relations between workers and their bosses analogously to antitrust’s treatment of firms at distinct supply chain segments.


6 Whether fissured relationships with non-employee workers are considered horizontal or vertical is a matter of ongoing controversy in the antitrust caselaw that is currently developing. Boris Bershteyn et al., “DOJ Is Trying to Rein In Franchise No-Poach Suits,” Law360 (blog), February 19, 2019,
Underlying the shifts in antitrust law in recent decades has been a doctrinal and philosophical commitment to the consumer welfare standard, which is inherently hostile to worker and small producer interests. It is also contrary to the original intent of antitrust law. Antitrust law (along with a revived labor law) has a role to play in rectifying the labor market’s imbalance of power. We know that because we’ve seen the opposite: antitrust law used to make that imbalance worse.

As an agenda to reverse this dire trend, we propose the following:

- Broad immunity from antitrust liability for non-employee workers, covering collective bargaining, unilateral collective action, and worker cooperatives. Enacting such reform should not be taken to prejudice any other desirable reforms to antitrust’s allocation of coordination rights—e.g., immunities for small and medium sized business for certain forms of coordination, or immunities for coordination in the public interest.

- Labor market impact incorporated as a routine function in merger review, and merger challenges premised on harm to competition in labor markets recognized.

- Antitrust scrutiny of vertical restraints restored to pre-1970s levels and further clarified, likely resulting in the illegality of many business practices constitutive of the fissured workplace.

- An administrative ban on noncompete clauses, without exception, save for workers who enjoy equity ownership of their employer as part of their employment.

- Criminal liability for wage-fixing and no-poaching agreements, including in franchising contracts.

- Labor market monopsonization—the control of a labor market by an employer with market power—should be considered a violation of the Sherman Act. Unilateral conduct that reduces competition in labor markets, including but not limited to outright monopsonization, resulting in reductions in employment, wages, or both, should be the target of public antitrust enforcement.

- Restore and clarify the notion of fair competition as fundamental to antitrust law. This might be aided by sector-specific guidance from the Federal Trade Commission. Violations of labor and employment law should be treated by the agencies as unfair competition.

---


8 As the legislative record shows, legislators did not conceive of the Sherman Act in terms of promoting consumer welfare or low consumer prices at any cost. On the contrary, they were concerned with both harmfully high and harmfully low prices, with the interests of the “ordinary citizens” in the face of growing corporate power as their central concern. A key figure in the crafting of the Act, Senator George, had this to say of the trusts, the primary targets of the Act and the giant corporations of their day: “They operate with a double-edged sword. They increase beyond reason the cost of the necessaries of life and business and they decrease the cost of raw material, the farm products of the country. They regulate prices at their will, depress the price of what they buy and increase the price of what they sell. The aggregate to themselves great, enormous wealth by extortion which make[s] the people poor. Then making this extorted wealth the means of further extortion from their unfortunate victims, the people of the United States ... till they are fast producing that condition in our people in which the great mass of them are the servitors of those who have this aggregated wealth at their command.” 21 Cong. Rec. 1768 (February 27, 1890). See also Paul, “Antitrust as Allocator.”


10 An example would be coordination among clothing brands or other sellers in order to raise the rates paid to suppliers in the Global South and thus to eradicate sweatshop labor and replace it with living-wage work on a global scale.
Some of these proposals are fully within the power of public antitrust enforcement agencies to undertake unilaterally. Others, such as deference to horizontal coordination by non-employee workers to rebalance power in labor markets, would take the form of enforcers redirecting their resources elsewhere. Finally, given hostile case-law, we call on Congress to legislate in order to restore to antitrust law the power-rebalancing aims that once characterized it.
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